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Tendable is a quality inspection app and platform for health and care settings.
Inspections are completed via the mobile application; reporting and action plans are
available via both the mobile application and web portal. 

Tendable creates tailored question sets to reflect the quality programme of each
customer. Any changes to the inspections within a customer’s organisation are
authorised by the designated Tendable lead(s).

Tendable is compliant with UK GDPR. The system does not contain any patient
identifiable or sensitive personal information. The limited personal information within
the system is provided by users when they create an account. This includes name,
email address, job title and mobile number. 

The purpose of this document is to provide a general overview of the technology
supporting the Tendable system, organised under the following categories:

Introduction

System Requirements
User Management
Data Integration
Hosting
Security
Business Continuity
System Maintenance

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Tenable reserves the right to review this document from time-to-time to reflect updates
to the system and its features. If you have any questions about the content, please
contact your Tendable Account Manager or support@tendable.com.
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The Tendable mobile application can be run on Android or iOS smartphones and tablets,
and the web portal is accessible via web browser at https://web.tendable.com/

Technical Overview

Android / iOS device running a sufficiently recent operating system
Internet access (though the app can be used offline during inspections)
Ability to update to the latest version of the app
Access to system camera
Authorised user account (see User Management section for details)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Access to the app is managed via individual user accounts, so multiple users can share
the same device. Images and reports are stored within the encrypted application, and
photos are not saved to the device’s camera roll, so the Tendable app is well-suited for
use in organisations which operate a Bring-Your-Own-Device (BYOD) policy. 

The application can be used with Mobile Device Management (MDM) deployments.

System Requirements

Mobile Application
The Tendable mobile app is available via the Google Play Store or Apple App Store on
Android and iOS smartphones and tablets. The app is compatible with the current and
two previous versions of each operating system. 
The specific requirements for the application to function are:
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Web Portal
Functionality such as the management of action plans can be utilised via the web
portal. Inspections cannot be submitted on the web portal. The web portal is not a
desktop application and does not require installation. Instead, it  is accessed via web
browser. The current and previous two versions are supported for each of the following
browsers: Chrome, Edge, Firefox, Safari, IE11.  Access is available only to authorised
users (see the User Management section for details).

Firewall access required
The mobile application and web portal must connect through dynamic IP addresses to
each of the following domains:

s3.amazonaws.com app.tendable.com bugsee.com firebase.google.com

flurry.com rollbar.com fonts.googleapis.com fonts.gstatic.com
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User Management

Access Control
User access to the system is via a unique username, which must be a business email
address, and password for each individual user. Any user can self-register on the mobile
app or web portal, but all accounts must be approved by a nominated representative from
the organisation before access can be granted. 

Access rights can be configured on a user-by-user basis, and users can be given ‘inspect’,
‘read-only’, or ‘no-access’ to each inspection type depending on business requirements. To
encourage transparency and best practice sharing, these access rights apply across all
areas within an organisation, so any user can inspect any area across their organisation.
End-users do not have direct access to management interfaces or support channels.
System administration is managed through direct phone, email or in-person discussions
with nominated representatives from the organisation.

User Security & Authentication
User accounts require a password with enforced complexity (min 8 characters, including 1
number, one lowercase and one uppercase letter). Email addresses must be verified by
following a link in a registration email, and user accounts must be approved by a
nominated representative from the organisation before gaining any system access. 
Regular password updates are not enforced, but passwords can be reset from within the
mobile application and web portal, or via a forgotten password link (requiring access to the
email address linked to the account). 

Through employing JSON web tokens, the system allows organisations to define an
‘Access token lifespan’ to configure automatic logout after a period of inactivity in the
mobile app or web portal. The minimum value is 60 minutes, and the maximum is 10,080
minutes (7 days). Users can also set their own period within their account, but this must be
a shorter length of time than the organisation’s blanket rule. User access can be revoked
at any time at the request of the organisation’s nominated lead. 

Access conducted through the app is SHA-2 and 2048-bit encryption, and users are
authenticated via public key authentication (incl. by TLS client certificate).
Access restriction testing takes place at least once a year to ensure that end users only
have access to the appropriate information within the system.  
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Data Integration

Tendable benefits from being a stand-alone system which does not depend on other
third-party data sets to operate. Detailed reporting on inspection activity is available
within the application, and PDF reports can be downloaded from within the mobile
application or via the web portal.
In addition, inspection data can be exported via a RESTful API using JSON encoding.
Access to this API is included as part of the subscription, and a separate technical
manual is available to support BI teams with the set-up. 

Onboarding
As part of the implementation project, information on the organisation structure along
with all inspection question sets can be submitted in formats accepted by the
implementation team, e.g., Excel, Word, PDF. 

Offboarding
During offboarding, all inspection data will be returned to the organisation in PDF
format, and all personal and organisation identifiable information will be deleted from
the system. 

Hosting

Cyber Essentials Plus, DoD SRG, FedRAMP, FIPS
ISO 9001, ISO 27001, ISO 27017, ISO 27018, PCI DSS Level 1, SEC Rule 17-a-4(f),
SOC 1, SOC 2, SOC 3.
HIPAA, DPA 2018, EU Data Protection Directive.
CIS, CJIS, CSA, EU-US Privacy Shield, FFIEC.

Data Centre Security Standards and Certifications
Our data centre is fully compliant with the following legislation and ISO standards:
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Tendable is hosted on AWS (Amazon Web Services) and benefits from the resilience and 
security of that service. The cloud hosting service is elastic and can therefore be scaled 
in line with customer requirements. 
Data is stored and processed in the territory of the customer (ie UK for UK customer 
data, Australia for Australian customers).



Cyber Essentials Plus
ISO/IEC 27001:2013

Tendable Certifications
Tendable Ltd hold the following security certifications:

Certificates can be provided on request.

Data Encryption
Data at rest within the data centre is protected via encryption.

Penetration Testing
Penetration testing is carried out on the Tendable system by a Tigerscheme qualified
provider or a CREST-approved service provider at least once a year. Remediation
activities from the findings of tests are incorporated into future app releases according
to their priority.

Security Governance
The Tendable CEO is the Board-level sponsor for all information security matters across
the organisation. 

The company is registered with the Information Commissioner’s Office (ICO) and
operates in accordance with the Data Protection Act 2018. All development work is
carried out in accordance with defined secure system engineering principles, and is
fully tested by dedicated Quality Assurance Engineers. An internal sign off process is
activated once work passes the quality assurance phase, including vetting and UAT
conducted by Product Management. 
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Limited data is cached on the device during use, and this is encrypted on the device with 
AES-256+SHA2, by supplying a 64-byte encryption key. The encryption key is stored 
safely in the encrypted storage provided by the operating system on the device.  
Data protection in transit: TLS (version 1.2 or above). SSLs use SHA-2 and 
2048-bit encryption.



For our internal company workstations, patches are managed on local machines
under Windows 10 and Mac OS patching.

Tendable operates a change management process with roll back capability.
Configuration and development pipelines are managed over all their lifetime through
development boards, with changes tracked against each feature. User requests are also
tracked against this same board system. Any major change with security implications
will be reviewed across the development team.

Potential threats are assessed through a combination of automated vulnerability
testing, internal reviews, and external monitoring from our IT security provider
(Conosco). We aim to deploy patches within 48 hours (server-based) or 5 working days
(app-based).

Operational Security

Tendable operates an internal process for incident management, with procedures in
place for escalation of all incidents with designated resource reporting to the CEO. 
End-users should report any incidents to their organisation’s nominated Tendable lead. 

The lead will have contact details for our support team and can report incidents over the
phone or via email. Procedures are in place to log, resolve, escalate and feed back
issues from first line support allocation of ‘jobs’ to escalating to second and third level
support.

Incident Management Approach
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For our Tendable infrastructure, security patches are managed by  our Devops 
team in accordance with industry best practices.
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Business Continuity

Tendable maintains a full business continuity and disaster recovery plan, which is
routinely reviewed with Director-level oversight and approval. The Tendable system is
not business-critical for the delivery of patient care, and is rarely used in a way that
means an outage would impact end users in the short term. As a fully cloud-based
organisation, there is little dependence on physical infrastructure which minimises the
impact of many potential risks. 

The servers hosting the application are large and well-established platforms with
multiple disaster recovery automatic fall backs. This preserves logons and
automatically recovers from failovers. This includes automatic switchover to alternative
availability zones in an incident, to protect against availability zone-wide failures. In
addition, the full database is backed up on a daily basis.

For customer organisations, all data is held in remote servers, and inspections can be
completed on any device over 3G or Wi-Fi. If circumstances meant that either devices or
connectivity were unavailable for an extended period, inspections could be completed
on paper and input into the system at a later date.

System Maintenance

System Updates
Updates to the Tendable mobile application and web portal are released on a regular
basis, incorporating new feature releases, bug fixes and security patches. We
recommend that updates are installed as soon as possible after release to ensure that
users are getting the best possible experience from the system.
iOS and Android updates are released via the Apple App Store and Google Play Store. If
automatic updates are enabled, new updates will be installed automatically, otherwise
users will need to install these updates manually. Updates to the Tendable web portal
will not require installation; updates will be available once users refresh the browser
page the web portal is open in. 
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Customer Support
Tendable provides implementation and support services as part of the subscription
agreement. The contract will specify the number of days allocated for onboarding and
ongoing support through the duration of the contract, to cover training, system setup
and ongoing administration, along with technical support. 

This will have been estimated based on the scale and complexity of the organisation
and should cover all standard requirements. Additional days of support are available for
any further requirements.

Through the implementation process, the organisation’s nominated Tendable lead(s)
will be thoroughly trained in the system. 

The lead(s) will be the first line of support for all user queries.  For any issues which
cannot be addressed by the lead(s), the Tendable support team will be the 2nd tier of
support. 

E: support@tendable.com
T: 020 7420 9378

09:00 – 17:30, Monday – Friday, excluding English Public Holidays

Response within 1 working day
Resolution within 5 working days

Tendable Support Team
Contact via Email or Telephone:

Support is available from:

Target response times:

Availability and Resilience
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The mobile application and web portal have a guaranteed availability of 99.9%. The 
Tendable system is cloud based and thus the resilience mechanisms provided by the 
cloud provider ensure resilience against hardware failure. 
In the case of a system outage that will impact users, the nominated leads from the 
organisation will be informed via email alert.



Stakeholder engagement workshops
System configuration
Training sessions on key functionality of the solution

Onboarding
Onboarding is provided as part of the implementation process. Each organisation is
allocated a dedicated Implementation Project Lead whose role is to ensure the
implementation runs smoothly and is completed successfully.

The process may include:

The full plan for each implementation, including timelines, roles and responsibilities,
will be shared at a project kick-off meeting. 
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Information Governance / Data Protection

The purpose of this section is to support the completion of a Data Protection Impact
Assessment if required by your organisation’s Information Governance policies. 
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Data will be held in cloud-based web servers within 
the appropriate geographic area defined by the client 
information and data policies.
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About Tendable
Tendable is a HealthTech company that brings people together to better understand and
improve quality across health and social care. Our products lead a transformation in the
culture of quality across all care and clinical settings. 

Our quality inspection app and platform was designed with the frontline to make quality
inspections easier and more effective by bringing the mobile user experience we all know
and love to the frontlines of care. Quality inspections are up to 60% faster using Tendable
which frees up time to care, and provides leaders instant access to critical quality data.

Contacts
ANZ
+61 (0) 423 556 769
 paul.woodward@tendable.com

UK Sales  
0207 420 9378
sales@tendable.com

UK Customer Services
0207 420 9378
support@tendable.com

Social Channels 
Twitter @WeAreTendable
LinkedIn Tendable

tendable.com

South Africa 
+27 82 459 5680
milly.williams@tendable.com
Country Ambassador for Tendable
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